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Our Van Gogh collection offers a wide range of designs for home decorators. Taking inspiration from 

a variety of natural stones, slates and marbles the full collection gives a wide variety of choice for 

every interior. From the clean white tones of classic Calacatta marble, to rich, dark contemporary 

Italian slates, there is a design suited to every home.

Offering designs in a mix of gluedown and rigid core formats, this collection is ideal for home 

decorators looking to create stylish interiors with a sense of flow over different subfloor conditions, 

including uneven or drying floors or where sound transmission from rooms above is a consideration. 

Clean & contemporary

Featured product: Urban Grey VGT2402
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Luna Breccia Marble VGT3020 with DS10 3mm design strip

     OurInspiration
Breccia, rubble in English, gets 

its name due to tiny bits of rocks 

that become embedded in the 

marble as it forms. Found in 

several regions of the world, our 

designers were inspired by original 

Italian breccia. When quarried, the 

resulting slabs feature an array of 

different fragments that have been 

forced together over time to create 

one solid rock.

Available in large 18” x 36” tiles to 

show off the natural variation of the 

product, our designers have then 

introduced different colours that 

are ideal for modern homes.

Palazzo Marble VGT2413

Palazzo Marble SM-VGT2413

Bianco Breccia Marble VGT3021

Luna Breccia Marble VGT3020

Frosted Stone
VGT2401 | RKT2401

Palazzo Marble VGT2413

Frosted Stone VGT2401
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Tortora Breccia Marble VGT3018 with DS24 3mm design strip

Tuscan Slate VGT2421 with DS10 3mm design strip

Bronze Castello Marble VGT2416

Bronze Castello Marble VGT2416

Tuscan Slate VGT2421

Tortora Breccia Marble VGT3018

Cotswold Stone
VGT2405 | RKT2405 Cotswold Stone VGT2405 | RKT2405
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Dove Castello Marble VGT2418 Grey Castello Marble VGT2417 with DS10 3mm design strip

Grey Castello Marble VGT2417

Roman Slate VGT2422

Venetian Slate VGT2423

Dove Castello Marble VGT2418 Venetian Slate VGT2423

     OurInspiration
Slate continues to be a popular 

look in flooring and with our 

new Italian Slates, our designers 

wanted to introduce a subtle 

variation to this known classic. 

The directional markings within 

the tiles are vertical rather than 

horizontal and tiny flecks of tonal 

colour add depth and interest 

to the design. A smooth surface 

finish allows the colour and 

design to attract all the focus. 

Offered in charcoal, grey, beige 

and off-white colourways, there’s 

a tile here for every space.

Roman Slate VGT2422 with DS25 3mm and 10mm design strips 
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Pebble Grey VGT2410

Grigio Breccia Marble VGT3019 with DS25 3mm design strip 

Milanese Slate VGT2420

Volcanic Black VGT2406 | RKT2406

Graphite Castello Marble VGT2419

Volcanic Black
VGT2406 | RKT2406

Milanese Slate VGT2420

Metro Grey
VGT2403 | RKT2403

Urban Grey
VGT2402 | RKT2402

Pebble Grey VGT2410

Grigio Breccia Marble VGT3019
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Taking inspiration from many wood species found around the world, our Van Gogh range offers 

a wide range of designs to choose from. With products inspired by European oaks to reclaimed, 

salvaged timbers, there is a design to suit both contemporary and rustic interiors alike. 

Every Van Gogh plank has a detailed wood grain texture, enhancing the colour and pattern of the 

product. The larger plank sizes complement these tactile surfaces to create the look and feel of a 

true timber floor.

Featuring muted tones of White Washed Oak with its subtle graining detail, to the cool grey tones 

of Nimbus Oak, you will find a product to match your contemporary interiors, while our salvaged 

redwood and barnwood designs offer a backdrop ideal for a modern rustic finish.

Offering a flexible mix of gluedown and rigid core formats in both full-sized planks and modern 

herringbone, this collection is ideal for home decorators looking to create stylish interiors with a 

sense of flow over different subfloor conditions, including uneven or drying floors or where sound 

transmission from rooms above is a consideration.

Detailed grain texture

Featured product: Texas White Ash SM-VGW8105 | SM-VGW8105-RKP
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Neutral Brushed Oak SM-VGW126T

Neutral Brushed Oak VGW126T

Neutral Brushed Oak CS-VGW126TNeutral Brushed Oak CS-VGW126T

Neutral Brushed Oak SM-VGW126T

Natural wood  
grain emboss 

A selection of our Van Gogh designs have been finished with a 

handcrafted emboss, accentuating the natural look and feel of 

the wood that inspired it. Look out for our natural wood grain 

icon to see which of our designs benefit from this natural finish.

Silver Farmhouse Oak VGW137T

 Light Country Oak 
VGW139T | VGW139T-SCB

Light Country Oak
VGW139T | VGW139T-SCBWhite Washed Oak VGW80T

Silver Farmhouse Oak VGW137T
Blush Oak 

VGW107T | VGW107T-SCB
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Texas White Ash
SM-VGW8105 | SM-VGW8105-RKP

Texas White Ash
VGW8105 | RKP8105

Texas White Ash VGW8105 | RKP8105

Texas White Ash SM-VGW8105 | SM-VGW8105-RKP

Grey Brushed Oak SM-VGW120T | SM-VGW120T-RKP

Grey Brushed Oak
SM-VGW120T | SM-VGW120T-RKP

Grey Brushed Oak
VGW120T | VGW120T-RKP Grey Brushed Oak CS-VGW120T

Design tip
Our Grey Brushed Oak design is 

available in three different sizes 

which all create a unique look. Use 

the large format plank to create a 

sense of space, add interest using the 

large herringbone or for something 

completely different choose the 

chevron design.
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     OurInspiration
Our Farmhouse Oaks were 

inspired by original source 

material from Holland: decades 

old painted floorboards that over 

time had seen the paint wear 

away, leaving a worn patina with 

remnants of colour across the 

boards. With a growing trend in 

the market for painted woods, 

our designers recognised that 

these boards offered a shabby 

chic feel that morphs to suit 

different interiors.

Blond Farmhouse Oak VGW136T

Blond Farmhouse Oak VGW136T

Canadian Urban Oak
SM-VGW8116 | SM-VGW8116-RKP

Canadian Urban Oak
VGW8116 | RKP8116

Hayfield Oak VGW8241

Country Oak
VGW81T | VGW81T-SCB

Hayfield Oak VGW8241

Canadian Urban Oak VGW8116 | RKP8116

Design tip
Many of our Van Gogh designs  

are available in a rigid core,  

click-locking fitting format. Ideal for 

installing over most existing hard 

floors with added acoustic benefits.
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Texas Grey Ash VGW8239

Light Distressed Oak
VGW111T | VGW111T-SCB

Texas Grey Ash SM-VGW8239

Light Distressed Oak VGW111T with DS06 3mm design strip

Texas Grey Ash VGW8239

Shadow Oak VGW124T

Cool Grey Oak VGW113T

Aged Redwood  VGW100T

Cool Grey Oak VGW113T

Shadow Oak VGW124T
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Washed Grey Ash
VGW8104 | RKP8104

Misty Grey Oak
VGW112T | VGW112T-SCB

Nimbus Oak VGW125T

Misty Grey Oak VGW112T | VGW112T-SCB

Misty Grey Oak VGW112T with DS10 and DS12 3mm design strips

Distressed Oak
VGW82T | VGW82T-SCB

Greige Oak
VGW110T | VGW110T-SCB

Aviemore Oak VGW8242

     OurInspiration
The inspiration for our beautiful 

Aviemore Oak design came 

from the floorboards of an old 

railway station, tucked away in 

the Highlands of Scotland. Our 

design team hand selected 

planks featuring interesting 

characteristics that would take 

on subtle colour variation. The 

well-balanced cracks and marks 

give the design a maturity that is 

not overpowering. The addition 

of a registered emboss brings 

the design to life and showcases 

the subtle grain movements of 

the original boards.

Aviemore Oak VGW8242
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Smoked School Cedar VGW138T

Baltic Mistral Oak
VGW8112 | RKP8112

Reclaimed Redwood VGW99T

Smoked School Cedar VGW138T

Baltic Mistral Oak VGW8112 | RKP8112

Frosted Birch VGW83T

Baltic Washed Oak
VGW8101 | RKP8101

Smoked Butternut VGW8107

Baltic Washed Oak VGW8101 | RKP8101
Smoked Butternut

VGW8107 | RKP8107
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Birch VGW84T

Warm Ash 
VGW8103 | RKP8103

Baltic Limed Oak
VGW8111 | RKP8111

Canadian Nude Oak 
VGW8117 | RKP8117

Canadian Nude Oak VGW8117 | RKP8117

Baltic Limed Oak VGW8111 | RKP8111

Natural Prime Oak
VGW115T | VGW115T-SCB

French Oak
VGW85T | VGW85T-SCB

Warm Brushed Oak
SM-VGW121T | SM-VGW121T-RKP

Warm Brushed Oak
VGW121T | VGW121T-RKP

Warm Brushed Oak CS-VGW121TWarm Brushed Oak CS-VGW121T

Warm Brushed Oak VGW121T | VGW121T-RKP
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Auckland Oak 
VGW52T | VGW52T-SCB

Honey Oak VGW94T

Croftmore Oak VGW8240

Golden Brushed Oak SM-VGW122T | SM-VGW122T-RKP

Golden Brushed Oak
VGW122T | VGW122T-RKP

English Character Oak
VGW8115 | RKP8115

Golden Brushed Oak
SM-VGW122T | SM-VGW122T-RKP

Honey Oak VGW94T

Croftmore Oak VGW8240
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Glenmore Oak VGW8237

Wellington Oak VGW53T

Wellington Oak VGW53T with DS05 10mm design strip

Glenmore Oak VGW8237

Hessian Oak VGW93T

Classic Oak 
VGW86T | VGW86T-SCB

Smoked Oak VGW70TClassic Oak VGW86T | VGW86T-SCB

Natural School Cedar VGW142T

Natural School Cedar VGW142T
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Salvaged Barnwood
VGW123T | VGW123T-RKP

Salvaged Barnwood
SM-VGW123T | SM-VGW123T-RKP Salvaged Barnwood VGW123T | VGW123T-RKP

     OurInspiration
The marvellous rusticity and 

rotary saw markings of this 

salvaged American timber 

create an unmistakably unique 

floor with unlimited potential. 

The heavy tonal shifts within this 

product, created by an elongated 

period of dehydration, have been 

enhanced by layers of natural, 

hand-applied finishing oils. These 

oils strengthen the underlying 

brunette tones that allow the 

vibrancy of the sawn features 

to become more pronounced. 

The final bright sandy colours, 

deep browns, blue hues and dark 

greys beautifully illuminate these 

expressive grain structures in 

high definition. 

Charred Oak VGW102T

Antique French Oak
VGW8110 | RKP8110

Ebony VGW89T

Antique French Oak VGW8110 | RKP8110

Ebony VGW89T

Walnut VGW87T


